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we’re all Business
The First Stop for Opportunities in the City of Detroit
DEGC helps open Detroit’s doors and cut any red tape that might stand between business owners and their success. We help 
companies who know exactly what they’re doing, but need help deciding where to do it and how to get there. We know Detroit well, 
we know the city’s government, and we’re aware of the countless opportunities the city has to offer. We’ve been designed to share all 
that business knowledge with companies and organizations like yours, and to maximize its value right here in Detroit.

With DEGC, this is the way in.

We help put all the pieces together. At no charge. Where? When? How? Why? DEGC has helped answer many questions for countless 
businesses as they considered their next big business move. We typically add an important element of speed to the process, which is 
always valuable to business leaders used to making decisions quickly. Our vantage point from inside Detroit has proven invaluable 
time and time again in helping companies and organizations like yours find office space, land, or the financing to make their projects 
a reality. And we do it all at no cost to you.

❚  Downtown Development Authority (DDA) – which supports 
private investment and business growth within the central 
business district using a combination of property taxes, grants, 
and other funds. 

❚  Detroit Brownfield Redevelopment Authority (DBRA) – which 
supports the redevelopment of blighted, obsolete, contaminated 
or historic properties through state and local property tax 
reimbursements and state grants or loans that can be used for 
specific cleanup and development efforts.

❚  Economic Development Corporation (EDC) – which supports 
private investment and business growth within the neighborhoods 
throughout the city of Detroit using a combination of taxes, 
grants, and other funds.

❚  Neighborhood Development Corporation (NDC) – a subsidiary 
of the EDC, which supports private investment and development 
within the NDC project area commonly referred to as Jefferson 
Village.

❚  Local Development Finance Authority (LDFA) – which provides 
financial incentives to industrial and technological development 
projects via tax increment financing. 

❚  Eight Mile/Woodward Corridor Improvement Authority (EMWCIA) 
– which provides financial incentives in an area around the 
intersection of Eight Mile Rd. and Woodward Ave.

A Collaboration for Development
The DEGC provides staff services to these public development authorities for the City of Detroit: Contact Us

Detroit Economic Growth 

Corporation

Phone: (313) 963-2940

Fax: (313) 963-8839

Email: contact@degc.org 

www.degc.org

Facebook:  www.facebook.com/

DEGCAllBusiness

Twitter: @DEGCAllBusiness
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DEGC has been a strong supporter of the Detroit Works Long Term Planning process since 
its inception. I chair its steering committee and DEGC has been responsible for its project 
management. As it proceeded, the Long Term Planning Project asked broad questions about 
Detroit’s future. The community engagement team assimilated an astonishing amount of input 
from Detroit’s citizens, and that information was analyzed by technical experts who could 
translate the needs, opinions and vision of citizens into a guide for action.

That planning was completed in 2012, and the results were published in early 2013 as a 
document called Detroit Future City. Since Detroit faces a challenge in rethinking land use and 
redevelopment that is unprecedented in scale, it needs a framework that is both broad and deep. Detroit Future City 
is both. It is based on citizen engagement, so it is authentic. It looks at the city over a fifty-year time horizon, so it is 
visionary. 

At DEGC we appreciate Detroit Future City because it is also practical. The framework encompasses much more than 
economic development, but it actually aligns quite well with the strategies we’ve executed over the last ten years. You can 
see many of Detroit Future City’s broad themes in the results we delivered in 2012, and are described in the pages of this 
progress report.

❚  We closed deals or broke ground on significant developments, concentrating our work in geographic areas across the 
city where we can create a critical mass of opportunity. (See p. 3) 

❚  We targeted industries such as advanced manufacturing, autos, creativity, food, and others that draw on our history and 
our natural assets. (See p. 6)

❚  We created or advanced special initiatives such as REDI – Renewable Energy Detroit Initiative and REVOLVE – a Retail 
Evolution to support growth in those key economic sectors. (See p. 9)

❚  Our brownfield redevelopment efforts continued to support creative new uses for historic structures as well as blighted, 
underused or contaminated properties. (See p. 10)

❚  SmartBuildings Detroit kept the city at the forefront of sustainable development by leveraging investments for energy 
saving improvements to existing commercial, industrial and public institutional buildings. (See p. 11)

❚  Our project management team delivered important infrastructure improvements that literally light the way through 
Downtown; they also facilitated the successful completion of the Detroit Works Long Term Planning process itself. (See p. 13)

As always we do not do our work alone. We work closely with the City of Detroit as a contractor and collaborator. 
We collaborate with Detroit’s great supporters in the private sector and our partner non-profits. And we could not 
do this work without the substantial program support from our local foundation community and the overall financial 
commitments from corporate donors – many of which are listed at the end of this report. DEGC and all of Detroit owe 
them a grateful thank you.

George W. Jackson, Jr.
President and CEO



developMent districts
Capitol Park
DEGC and a group of other economic development agencies 
are supporting the redevelopment of this historic neighborhood 
surrounding Capitol Park in downtown Detroit. The consortium 
approved development agreements with Karp and Associates of 
Lansing, Michigan, to redevelop three vintage buildings in the 
district with an expected investment of $41 million. The area one 
block west of Woodward Ave. is considered a prime location for 
a mixture of residences, offices and retail stores. Included in the 
agreements are:

❚  The Capitol Park Building, 1145 Griswold, 11 stories,  
72,000 sq. ft., built in 1912. 

❚  The former United Way headquarters at 1212 Griswold,  
13 stories, 126,000 sq. ft., built in 1895. 

❚  The Farwell Building at 1249 Griswold, 8 stories,  
110,000 sq. ft., built in 1913. 

Other members of the redevelopment consortium include 
the Michigan Land Bank Fast Track Authority, Invest Detroit 
Foundation, Wayne County Land Bank, and Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation. 

A view of Capitol Park from an earlier heyday.

Past and present City Council members and DEGC executives officially open the  
Detroit Paradise Valley Music Festival.An artist’s idea of how a renovated Farwell Building might look from a vibrant Capitol Park.

Paradise Valley Cultural and 
Entertainment District
The DDA has completed streetscape and park improvements 
in the area around Bea Buck Park (formerly Harmonie Park). 
DEGC manages several properties in the Paradise Valley 
Cultural and Entertainment District, leasing to the Arts League 
of Michigan, Detroit Seafood Market and Paradise Lounge, and 
COLORS Restaurant. In July of 2012 Paradise Valley held the 
inaugural Detroit Paradise Valley Music Festival. The three-day 
event had over 75 local and national performers entertaining a 
crowd of over 15,000 people per day.  
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Lambert, Edwards & 
Associates, a public relations 
agency based in Grand Rapids 
opened an office in Detroit’s 
Creative Corridor to be active 
in the revitalization going 
on here. CEO Jeff Lambert 
worked with DEGC to facilitate 
the expansion.

“ They were among the first 
folks we contacted in Detroit. 
They were a liaison to secure 
temporary space while we built 
out our new office, and also 
directed us to some incentives 
that encouraged companies to 
come downtown, and that was 
an important catalyst to bring 
us to Detroit. The DEGC should 
definitely be a first stop for any 
business looking to move or 
grow downtown.”

Jeff Lambert 
CEO, Lambert, Edwards & Associates



Erin Pecherski, Jake Cohen and George Milian enjoy all the amenities of a Broderick Tower apartment.

Broderick Tower
The 34-story Broderick Tower on Woodward Ave. at Grand 
Circus Park opened as a luxury apartment building and quickly 
filled up. DEGC facilitated a number of incentives associated 
with the restoration of this historic property, which included 127 
market rate rental units and 23,485 square feet of commercial 
space.  Estimated investment: $53 million.

David Whitney Building
The 19-story David Whitney Building is a mixed-use 
redevelopment of an historic structure on Woodward Ave. 
at Grand Circus Park. Plans call for several floors of retail 
and restaurant space, an Aloft hotel, and apartments. DEGC 
facilitated the acquisition and incentives for this property, which  
is scheduled to be completed in 2013.  
Estimated investment: $80 million.

Lafayette Towers
This high-rise apartment complex is comprised of two, 22-story 
buildings. Located on approximately 9.86 acres in the Mies van 
der Rohe Residential District, this market-rate property with many 
amenities offers 584 units. DEGC facilitated the sale Lafayette 
Towers to a minority developer, Greg Jackson. His plan calls for 
numerous improvements to restore this iconic property.  
Estimated investment: $18 million.

Detroit Civic Center
Detroit’s riverfront Civic Center – including Hart Plaza and areas 
around it, has for decades been an important gathering place 
for Detroiters and visitors from around the world. As the adjacent 
Detroit Regional Convention Facility – Cobo Center is being 
expanded and revitalized with an extreme makeover, the DDA 
started the planning process for rethinking and reinvigorating 
the Civic Center as well. In the first of three phases, a highly 
regarded waterfront planning and architectural firm will be 
analyzing the area, engaging stakeholders, and researching 
other successful Detroit public venues, such as Campus Martius. 
As funding is identified, the process will create a new District 
Plan for the Civic Center. Iconic Hart Plaza features such as the 
Noguchi Fountain and Gateway to Freedom Statue will remain, 
but this significant Detroit place will have a softer, greener 
environment and more public activities.   
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Jerrid Mooney was one of 
the first six people to reserve 
an apartment in the newly 
renovated Broderick Tower, 
months before his unit was 
finished.

“ It was in a sense, a leap of 
faith. However, when I asked 
about the Broderick Tower 
they hit all the right points. I 
am looking for elegance and 
service in an urban setting, 
and I’ve found it here.”

Jerrid Mooney 
Broderick Tower tenant

Broderick Tower and David Whitney Building



developMent districts
Gateway Marketplace
With the support of the Eight Mile/Woodward Avenue Corridor 
Improvement Authority, REDICO broke ground on the largest 
retail development project in Detroit in 40 years. The location 
at Eight Mile Rd. and Woodward Ave. is a key intersection and 
literal gateway to the city. 

Under construction, with plans to open in 2013 is a shopping 
center with a 197,000 sq. ft. Meijer as its anchor tenant and 
a total estimated investment of $62 million. Tax increment 
financing facilitated by DEGC is expected to generate $10.75 
million in taxes from the increased value of the property; that 
revenue can be used by to cover development costs. DEGC also 
facilitated a brownfield plan that anticipates $5.9 million in tax 
credits to support the project. 

Belleview Development Site  
(former site of Uniroyal Tire) 
A $20 million hazardous material cleanup project is underway 
on the west third of the Belleview Development Site, the former 
location of a Uniroyal Tire factory and other industrial plants. The 
site is the largest undeveloped property along the Detroit River 
between downtown and the MacArthur Bridge to Belle Isle. The 
remediation project is expected to be completed early next year 
and will prepare the 43-acre site for private redevelopment and 
construction of the final eastern portion of the Detroit RiverWalk.

I-94 Industrial Park
EDC continued to manage land acquisition and demolition in this 
186-acre industrial park on behalf of the City of Detroit. Already 
the site of a major transportation company, I-94 Industrial Park 
offers excellent access to both I-94 and I-75. 

Gov. Rick Snyder, Mayor Dave Bing, Meijer Co-Chair Hank Meijer and others break ground for 
Gateway Marketplace. 

A Meijer super-store and other stores were taking shape by year’s end.
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“ Our commitment to our 
customers in the state of 
Michigan is unwavering, and 
this new Detroit store reflects 
our continuing investment in 
our home state.”

Hank Meijer 
Co-Chairman of Meijer



tarGet industries addinG 1,109 new joBs,  
investinG $239.9 Million
DEGC business development staff met with more than 500 companies in 2012. At the end of 2012, the 
team was working with 91 opportunities to bring additional jobs and investment to Detroit across a number 
of industry sectors. These are just a few examples of projects in each sector during 2012.

Advanced Manufacturing 
❚  Chrysler Corporation Mack Avenue Engine Plant – 

Automotive company. DEGC facilitated a tax abatement to 
support an investment in new technology and expansion. 
Estimated investment: $197 million. Estimated new jobs: 250. 
Retained jobs: 165.

❚  Dearborn Midwest Conveyor – Provider of material 
handling systems. DEGC facilitated tax abatements. Estimated 
investment: $2.3 million. Estimated new jobs: 30.

❚  Detroit Manufacturing Systems (DMS) – Automotive 
components manufacturer in the Gateway Industrial Park. 
DEGC provided site selection assistance as the company 
opened and began hiring. Estimated investment: $29.2 million. 
Estimated new jobs: 572.

❚  MOBIS North America – Automotive supplier. DEGC 
facilitated workforce development assistance. 

❚  Shinola – New watch manufacturing company. Watches 
represent one part of a larger Shinola brand portfolio. DEGC 
assisted with site selection and city processes. Estimated jobs: 50.

Total: 7 projects representing 339* new jobs,  
310 retained jobs and an estimated investment of 
$203.8* million. *DMS employees and investment previously reported and 

not included in 2012 totals.

Commercial
❚  Le Com Communications – Commercial electrical 

contracting company. DEGC facilitated City processes as 
the company relocated its regional headquarters to Detroit. 
Estimated investment: $250,000. Estimated new jobs: 210.

Total: 1 project representing 210 new jobs and an 
estimated investment of $250,000.

Creative Corridor Incentive Fund
Established by a $2.5 million commitment from the New 
Economy Initiative for Southeast Michigan, the Creative Corridor 
Incentive Fund (CCIF) offers financial incentives to bring or 
expand creative sector businesses in greater downtown Detroit. 

❚  Anew Life Prosthetics – Medical products company. 
DEGC provided a CCIF grant to prepare office space as the 
firm relocated to Detroit. Estimated investment: $350,000. 
Estimated new jobs: 6. 

❚  Downtown Detroit Partnership and Detroit Venture 
Partners Technology Training Center – Support program 
for Downtown technology firms. CCIF provided a tenant 
improvement subsidy for this new program. Estimated 
investment: $586,000. Estimated new jobs: 6.

❚  Giffels Webster – Engineering firm. DEGC provided site 
selection assistance and a CCIF loan to relocate to Detroit. 
Estimated investment: $269,297. Estimated new jobs: 22.

❚  Lambert Edwards – Advertising firm. CCIF provided a tenant 
improvement subsidy as the firm opened its Southeast Michigan 
office Downtown. Estimated investment: $738,000. Estimated 
new jobs: 17.

Total: 7 projects representing 94 new jobs and an 
estimated investment of $14.2 million.
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Ideal Group, located in 
Southwest Detroit is composed 
of six companies specializing 
in construction, materials 
management, inventory 
warehousing, real estate 
development services, and the 
manufacturing and marketing 
of bumper post sleeves.

“ One of our businesses is called 
Ideal Surplus. It’s like an eBay 
for spare manufacturing parts, 
and it’s going to be growing in 
Detroit. And then we’re going 
to take a look at how we can 
make even a greater influence 
in Corktown and southwest 
Detroit. I think you’ll see some 
cool things coming out of us.”

Frank Venegas, Jr. 
Chairman and CEO
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Suzanne Vier returned to 
Detroit from New York City 
to run her granola and trail 
mix business called Simply 
Suzanne, which is based in 
Corktown. 

“ There’s a great entrepreneurial 
network in Detroit. That’s what 
actually convinced me to move 
back here. That’s probably 
the biggest advantage — it’s 
just the people. But from a 
personal standpoint, I’m from 
Detroit. My family has been 
here. My parents met at Clark 
Park. My family’s been here 
for a couple of hundred years. 
I grew up knowing about the 
history of the city and really 
wanted to kind of be a part of 
it in whatever small way that  
I could.”  

Suzanne Vier 
Owner, Simply Suzanne

Detroit Green Grocer Project
The Detroit Green Grocer Project 
(GGP) is a program developed to 
strengthen the grocery economy 
in Detroit and improve fresh food 
access. Funded primarily by The 
Kresge Foundation, The W.K. 
Kellogg Foundation, The Hudson 
Webber Foundation and the 
City of Detroit, it offers technical 
assistance, financial incentives and 
clearinghouse services to grocery 
store operators currently located or 
exploring opportunities to open in 
the city. 

New Projects
❚  7 Mile Foods – GGP provided a technical assistance grant 

and a CDBG-R loan to support extensive store renovations.

❚  Grand Price Food Center – GGP facilitated a tax 
abatement, and provided technical assistance to facilitate 
store expansion. 

❚  Harbortown Market – GGP provided a technical 
assistance grant for merchandising placement at this 
independent grocery.

❚  Indian Village Market – GGP provided a CDBG-R 
funded loan for new equipment.

❚  Lafayette Foods – GGP provided a technical assistance 
grant to support healthy eating programs and coordinated 
with East Jefferson Corridor Collaborative to provide 
security assistance to the store.

❚  Lance’s Hometown Market – GGP provided a CDBG-R 
funded loan for new equipment.

❚  Metro Foodland – GGP provided a technical assistance 
grant for customer service training. It also worked with the 
store to access financing, support healthy eating initiatives 
and complete a farmstand demonstration project to 
increase Michigan produce offering.

D2D: Connecting Detroit  
Business by Business
In March 2012, 
DEGC received 
funding from the New 
Economy Initiative for 
Southeast Michigan 
to strengthen 
business-to-business 
connections throughout the city. Proven as a successful economic 
development strategy in different parts of the nation, D2D has 
tremendous potential to increase jobs and investment in Detroit. 
D2D had several important accomplishments in 2012 that set the 
stage for the official program launch on March 15, 2013.  

❚  DEGC completed the “Major Purchaser’s Survey” local 
procurement opportunity analysis with Initiative for a 
Competitive Inner City (ICIC). Twenty-two of Detroit’s major 
companies participated. 

❚  DEGC staff collaborated with MEDC to help create the Pure 
Michigan Business Connect B2B database, which helps connect 
Detroit buyers to sellers.  

❚  DEGC staff participated in several collaborative activities that 
allowed them to introduce more than 1,000 companies to the 
D2D program.  

❚  Through the D2D program, DMC Consultants earned a 
contract with Wayne State University to perform classroom 
upgrades.  
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7 Mile Foods used a Green 
Grocer Project loan to help 
with extensive interior and 
exterior improvements. 

“The Green Grocer Project 
helped a lot. Banks are not 
lending while real estate 
values are still low, so the 
low-interest GGP loan 
was very important. It was 
enough for us to make 
outside major improvements 
on the store we’ve owned 
since 1995.”

Ray Watha 
Co-Owner

Detroit’s first Whole Foods Market is on target to open in summer 2013.

George W. Jackson, Jr. DEGC President and CEO discussing the Green Grocer Project at an area 
grocery store.

Green Grocer Project (cont.)
In Progress
❚  Meijer/Gateway Marketplace* – Major regional grocery 

chain building a new store. (See p. 5) 

❚  Meijer/Old Redford HS Site* - Major regional grocery chain 
building a new store. Site is being cleared and prepped for store 
construction.

❚  Whole Foods Market* – National retail grocery chain is 
building a 30,000 sq. ft. store to open in 2013 at the corner of 
John R St. and Mack Ave. in Midtown. DEGC helped facilitate 
an incentive package for the site developer to make the project 
financially feasible.   

❚  Ye Olde Butcher Shoppe* – Ye Olde Butcher Shoppe opened 
in November 2012. It was previously supported with both  
GGP and MEDC funded technical assistance grants and an  
EDC-funded loan.

Total: 11 projects representing 36 new jobs, 167 retained 
jobs and an estimated investment of $2.8 million.  
*Jobs and investment numbers previously reported and not included in 2012 totals.

Food Economy
In partnership with the Eastern Market Corporation and others, 
DEGC helped coordinate the Detroit Food and Ag Business 
Network, an informal collaboration of companies in the food 
industry, retailers and other stakeholders in the food economy.  
The group works to find ways to grow this important supply chain, 
with an emphasis on local sourcing.

❚  Avalon Bakery – Artisan baking company. DEGC facilitated 
tax abatements and workforce development assistance for an 
expansion at a new location. Estimated investment: $2.5 million. 
Estimated new jobs: 16. Retained jobs: 50.

❚  Detroit Institute of Bagels – Bagel bakery and store in 
Corktown. DEGC assisted with city processes as the business 
expanded into a new building. Estimated investment: $497,000. 
Estimated new jobs: 20.

❚  Two James Spirits – Craft spirits production and tasting room. 
DEGC provided assistance with site selection and managing City 
processes. Estimated investment: $1.2 million. Estimated new jobs: 5.

Total: 4 projects representing 41 new jobs, 50 retained 
jobs and an estimated investment of $4.2 million.
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Detroit Vegan Soul is a 
successful catering business 
that REVOLVE is helping 
open as a small restaurant 
in West Village. 

“I’ve been able to do a lot of 
wonderful things here that 
I don’t think are possible in 
other large cities. That’s what 
I love about Detroit – that 
you can come in and be 
embraced and be able to 
have an impact.”

Kirsten Ussery, co-owner

REDI – Renewable Energy Detroit 
Initiative

DEGC’s Renewable Energy Detroit 
Initiative (REDI) is designed to 
attract and grow a Detroit-based 
cluster of energy-related component 
manufacturers, and industry service 
providers. With a broad energy focus 
that includes waste-to-energy, fuels/
bio, lighting, and energy efficiency, 
as well as advanced manufacturing 
to support solar, wind and battery 
systems.  The support network can 

connect companies in the energy industry with partners and 
incentive programs to support their growth in Detroit.

❚  Aevitas Specialty Services Company – Industrial liquids 
waste disposal company. DEGC facilitated site selection and 
an introduction to local workforce development assistance. 

❚  PowerPanel – Solar panel manufacturer. DEGC facilitated 
a property tax exemption. Estimated investment: $6.6 million. 
Estimated new jobs: 154. Jobs retained: 6.

Total: 2 projects representing 178 new jobs,  
6 retained jobs and an estimated investment of  
$6.6 million.

REVOLVE 
REVOLVE is a collaboration in which 
DEGC partners with community 
leaders, building owners, entrepreneurs, 
and artists to activate vacant storefronts 
with transformational businesses and art 
installations. The goal of the program is to foster  
the evolution and vibrancy of Detroit’s neighborhood 
business districts.  

REVOLVE worked with The Villages Community 
Development Corporation to issue $140,000 in grants 
to building owners to support retail build-out. As a result 
of this program three pop-up businesses opened this fall 
and four permanent retail establishments opened in West 
Village in 2013. 

REVOLVE also facilitated pop-up retail stores in Southwest 
Detroit and Lafayette Park, and is working with community 
development organizations to revitalize neighborhood 
retail districts. These pop up events involved over 30 local 
entrepreneurs.  

Total: 4 pop-up and 4 permanent retail projects 
representing 40 new jobs and an estimated 
investment of $540,000. 

Other Retail
❚  U-Haul – Self-storage facility located at 899 W. 

Baltimore (former NBC Building) in Midtown Detroit. 
DEGC assisted a tax abatement. Estimated investment: 
$3.6 million. Estimated new jobs: 11.

❚  Buffalo Wild Wings – Large chain restaurant and 
sports bar at 1218 Randolph St. (former Odd Fellows 
Building) in Downtown Detroit. DEGC assisted with City 
processes and an introduction to workforce development 
resources. Estimated investment: $4 million.  
Estimated new jobs: 160.

Total: 2 projects representing 171 new jobs,and 
an estimated investment of $7.6 million.

PowerPanel solar array
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Brownfield plans spur $95.2 Million in  
planned investMents
Detroit is a leader in using brownfield incentives to spur redevelopment of blighted or underused properties. 
Brownfield tax increment financing can be used to clean up sites to prepare them for redevelopment, including 
removal or containment of hazardous materials. 

In calendar year 2012, DEGC facilitated brownfield incentives to spur a potential $95.2 million in new 
investment in Detroit. The four approved projects include more than 700,000 sq. ft. of new construction and 
are estimated to generate 815 new or retained jobs.

Mixed Use
❚  Globe Building at 1801 Atwater St. The State of Michigan 

Department of Natural Resources is renovating the structure 
as the Outdoor Adventure and Discovery Center for Milliken 
State Park and Marina. Estimated investment: $12.5 million. 
Estimated new jobs: 12.

Residential
❚  Harbortown Riverside Apartments at 250 E. Harbortown 

Dr. will be a five story, riverfront residential apartment building 
within the existing Harbortown complex. The building will 
have approximately 140 apartments consisting of 1, 2 and 
3 bedroom rental units. Estimated investment: $18 million. 
Estimated new jobs: 12.

Industrial
❚  Cardinal Health Facility redevelopment of the site into a 

new, 400,00 square foot medical supply, repackaging and 
distribuition warehouse center, which will be developed in two 
phases. The facility will be located near the Henry Ford Hospital 
main campus in New Center. Estimated investment: $34.7 
million. Estimated new jobs: 97. Estimated retained jobs: 109.

Bicyclists ride the Dequindre Trail next to the historic Globe Building.

Renovation of the historic 
Globe Building in the 
heart of the East Riverfront 
District has begun. DEGC 
negotiated the development 
deal on behalf of the EDC. 
The building will become 
an educational and office 
center for the Michigan 
Department of Natural 
Resources.

“The DNR hopes to see the 
Outdoor Adventure and 
Discovery Center take hold 
as an outdoor recreation 
‘base camp’ that will inspire 
people to get out and 
explore Michigan’s woods 
and waters on their own” 

Ron Olson 
chief of the DNR’s Parks and 

Recreation Division

Commercial and Office
❚  Former Federal Reserve Building at 160 W. Fort Street will 

be redeveloped into 121,000 square feet of Class A commercial 
office space with approximately 10,500 square feet of first floor 
retail. Estimated investment: $30 million. Estimated new jobs: 
585.
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Newberry Hall was 
originally built as a school 
of nursing. It benefited from 
a SmartBuildings grant as 
it underwent an extensive 
renovation as apartments with 
great access to Midtown and 
its medical centers. 

“ Being in a building with such 
a rich history with all the 
features it has is a real win/
win. Overall I enjoy it, I really 
like the place. They did a good 
job, a really good job.”  

Adrian Pittman 
Tenant at Newberry Hall

sMartBuildinGs detroit spurs investMent,  
saves enerGy
The SmartBuildings Detroit energy efficiency program approved $2.5 million in matching grants that may 
leverage a total of $14.8 million in energy-saving improvements to Detroit buildings. The program is funded 
by $10 million of a $30 million American Recovery and Reinvestment Act grant to the State of Michigan and 
a number of its partners as part of the BetterBuildings for Michigan Program. DEGC administers the program 
for the EDC, which approved improvements on 34 projects in five general categories. These are examples of 
projects in each category.

Office and Industrial Buildings 
❚  Detroit Diesel at 13400 Outer Dr. $100,000 approved 

to install high efficiency lights and upgrade the heating and 
cooling systems. Total energy-saving investment: $400,000.  
(Work in progress)

❚  Detroit Wholesale Produce at 2614 Riopelle. $7,454 
approved to install high efficiency lights. Total energy-saving 
investment: $29,815. (Work complete)

❚  Santoro, Inc. at 15232 Harper. $1,559 approved to upgrade 
lighting. Total energy-saving investment: $6,237 (Work in 
progress) 

Total: 8 projects representing an estimated investment 
of $3.7 million.

Parking Garages
❚  Buhl Building Parking Garage at 525 Griswold St. 

$20,500 approved to install high-efficiency lighting. Total 
energy-saving investment: $82,000. (Work in progress)

Total: 4 projects representing an estimated investment 
of $352,896.

Presbyterian Village

Buhl Parking Garage



Public Institutions/Government
❚   Cobo Convention Center. $163,961 approved for 

lighting upgrades and other system improvements. Total 
energy-saving investment: $2,913,000. (Work in progress)

❚  Wayne County Community College District – (projects 
on seven downtown and northwest campus buildings). 
$700,000 approved to make numerous energy-saving 
improvements. Total energy-saving investment: $6,536,000 
(Work in progress)

Total: 9 projects representing an estimated 
investment of $10.8 million.

Residential
❚  Himelhoch Apartments at 1545 Woodward Ave. 

$35,00 approved for lighting upgrades, insulation and 
new HVAC equipment. Total energy-saving investment: 
$175,000 (Work in progress)

❚  Presbyterian Villages – Rivertown Neighborhood at  
250 McDougall St. $100,000 for lighting upgrades and 
new HVAC equipment. Total energy-saving investment: 
$1.1 million. (Work complete)

Total: 6 projects representing an estimated 
investment of $1.7 million.

Retail
❚  Eastern Market Shed #5. $100,000 approved for a 

new boiler, lighting upgrades and numerous additional 
improvements. Total energy-saving investment: $500,000. 
(Work in progress)

❚  Jefferson Chevrolet at 2130 E. Jefferson. $35,277 for 
high-efficiency lighting. Total energy-saving investment: 
$47,036. (Work in progress)

Total: 7 projects representing an estimated 
investment of $1.2 million.
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See examples of 
SmartBuildings Detroit projects 
that are featured in a set of 
videos that describe the overall 
project and examples of how 
it encouraged investments 
and saved energy in three 
buildings – including the 
renovated Cobo Regional 
Convention Facility.
Scan this QR-code to go to 
a page with links to all four 
videos at:  
www.smartbuildingsdetroit.org

Cobo Convention Center

Himelhoch Apartments

Eastern Market Shed #5



❚  Cross Streets in Central Business District. Managed 
improvements to sidewalks, street lighting, bike racks and 
other amenities. $2.5 million funded by DDA and Michigan 
Department of Transportation (MDOT). 

❚  Greektown Streetscapes. Provided design/engineering 
and technical assistance to MDOT for the installation of new 
street lighting, sidewalks, bike racks, and other amenities. $1.8 
million funded by MDOT and the DDA. 

❚  Central Business District Streetlighting. Worked with 
Detroit Public Lighting Department to replace more than 1,000, 
or nearly half of the public streetlamps in the Central Business 
District with high-efficiency LED lamps. $1.3 million funded by 
DDA, U.S. Government and Downtown Detroit Partnership/Blue 
Cross Blue Shield of Michigan. 

❚  Detroit Works Project Long Term Planning. Managed 
the Detroit Works Project -- Long Term Plan on behalf of the 
City of Detroit and the project funders. This comprehensive 
initiative engaged the community to address the land use and 
service delivery issues created by the gradual reduction in 
Detroit’s population over 40 years. DEGC was responsible for 
administering contracts and maintaining project schedules as a 
neutral third-party. 

❚  Jefferson Village. Worked to regain property control to 
facilitate the rehabilitation of homes, developed plans to install 
gateway improvements to the various entry/exit points into the 
neighborhood, and made other infrastructure improvements. 
Project funded by the City of Detroit, NDC, DBRA and Fifth-
Third Bank.

❚  Madison Streetscape. Provided design/engineering, 
technical assistance, and the local match to construct a new 
Madison Avenue streetscape between Randolph and St. 
Antoine Sts. $2 million funded by the DDA and the Michigan 
Department of Transportation.

project ManaGeMent
Because of its tremendous project management experience, DEGC continued to oversee significant 
infrastructure improvements throughout the city in 2012, and continued project management responsibility 
for Detroit Works Long Term Planning.

❚  Randolph Streetscape. Provided design/engineering, 
technical assistance, and the local match to construct 
a new Randolph streetscape between Gratiot Ave. and 
Monroe St. $600,000 funded by the DDA.

❚  Dequindre North. Assisted the City of Detroit with the 
contract administration of design and engineering services, 
and land acquisition. Acted as a coordinator of other project 
issues, and various other interests in order to extend the 
Dequindre Cut Greenway further north into the lower east 
side of Detroit. $2 million project funded by the Community 
Foundation of Southeastern Michigan, Michigan Department 
of Transportation, Michigan Department of Natural 
Resources, and U.S. Department of Transportation. 

❚  M1-RAIL Transit Oriented Development Planning. 
Participated in a transit-oriented development planning 
process with the Downtown Detroit Partnership to establish 
goals and objectives for increasing residential and 
commercial density in the greater downtown area of Detroit. 
DEGC is facilitating public and private construction activities.

Energy efficient lights around the Ren Cen BCBSM campus at night.
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At the heart of the Detroit 
Works Long Term Planning 
project was an unprecedented 
effort to collect information 
and suggestions from a 
broad cross-section of people 
who live and have a stake in 
Detroit’s future.

“Change is not going to happen 
because of some people riding 
in on their steeds. Instead it 
will be from people taking 
ownership of a collective vision 
that will help us understand 
that we need each other, 
and together we can be a 
transformative community.”

Dr. George Swan III, Ed.D.,  
Vice Chancellor of Wayne County 

Community College District and 
member of the Detroit Works Long 
Term Planning Steering Committee

Find the complete Detroit Future 
City report and summary at  
http://detroitworksproject.com/ 

the-framework/



Chair, Roderick Gillum, Jackson Lewis LLP
Marvin Beatty, Greektown Casino LLC
Hon. Dave Bing, City of Detroit*
John Blanchard, General Motors
David Blaskiewicz, Invest Detroit
William Brooks, R & B Development, LLC
Tim Bryan, GalaxE. Solutions
David Carroll, Quicken Loans/Rock Financial
Hansen Clarke
Michael Curis, Curis Enterprises
Leon Darga, Deloitte Consulting, LLP
Sonya Delley, Flagstar Bank
Eva Garza Dewaelsche, Ser Metro Detroit
K. Scott Doyle, The Huntington National Bank
Juliette Okotie Eboh, MGM Grand Detroit Casino 
Matthew Elliott, Bank of America, N.A.
Alton Gunn, Detroit Medical Center
Lydia Gutierrez, Hacienda Mexican Foods
Willie Hampton
Tanya Heidelberg, Compuware Corporation
Kenneth Harris, Michigan Black Chamber of Commerce
George Hill, Diversified Chemicals
George W. Jackson, Detroit Economic Growth Corporation*
Thomas Lewand, Jr., The Detroit Lions
David Baker Lewis, Lewis & Munday
Kirk Lewis, City of Detroit*
Daniel Loepp, Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan
Conrad Mallett, Detroit Medical Center – Sinai Grace Hospital

Joseph Melnick, Butzel Long
Reuben Munday, Lewis & Munday
Josh Opperer, Esq., Honigman, Miller, Schwartz & Cohn
Cynthia Pasky, Strategic Staffing Solutions
Lonnie Peek, E-Business Strategies & Companies
James Perna, Health One Community Credit Union
Hon. Charles Pugh, City of Detroit*
Dr. Irvin D. Reid, Wayne State University
Kathryn A. Reid, Comerica Incorporated
Douglas Rothwell, Business Leaders for Michigan
Rex E. Schlaybaugh, Jr., Dykema Gossett PLLC
Ron Scott, 3 Wheel Run, Inc.
David Segura, Vision IT
Dan Stamper, Central Transport International
Denise Starr, Compuware Corporation
Larry Steward, DTE Energy Corporation
Tony Stovall, Hot Sam’s
Terence Thomas, Sr., Thomas Group Consulting
Michael Tyson, NEW (Nonprofit Enterprise at Work)
James Vella, Ford Motor Company Fund
Walter C. Watkins, Jr., WCW Enterprises LLC
Steven White, Detroit Renewable Energy
Geneva J. Williams, New Season Consultants & Collaborators, 
LLC
Jacqueline Woods, Motor City Casino Hotel
Donna Zalewski, ITC Holdings Corp. 
Mary Zuckerman, Detroit Medical Center

* ex officio director

DEGC Directors Major Donors –  
FYE 2012
program sponsors
Providers of financial support 
for specific DEGC programs.
JP Morgan Chase 
Community Economic 
Development Association of 
Michigan
Community Foundation for 
Southeast Michigan
Fifth Third Bank
Greektown Casino
Gretchen Valade Foundation
Hudson-Webber Foundation
Invest Detroit
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation
The Kresge Foundation
Local Initiatives Support 
Corporation
Michigan Economic 
Development Corporation
New Economy Initiative for 
Southeast Michigan
Paxahu, Inc
University Cultural Center 
Association
University of Detroit Mercy
U. S. Department of Energy
Wayne State University
Winfeck International

partners
Contributors of $10,000 or 
more to support general 
operations.
Comerica Bank 
DTE Energy Foundation
Ford Motor Company Fund
General Motors Corporation
ITC Holdings
MGM Grand
PNC Foundation
Quicken Loans 
Strategic Staffing Solutions, LC 
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Detroit Economic Growth Corporation
500 Griswold Street
Guardian Building, Suite 2200
Detroit, MI 48226-3480
Phone: (313) 963-2940
Fax: (313) 963-8839
Email: contact@degc.org
Primary website: degc.org
Development news: growthdetroit.com
Facebook/Twitter/YouTube: @degcallbusiness

The Detroit Economic Growth Corporation wants to acknowledge the following 
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Detroit Eastern Market Corporation

Detroit Regional Convention Facility 
Authority

Downtown Detroit Partnership

Ideal Group

Lambert, Edwards & Associates

Karp & Associates

REDICO

Robert Rossbach

The Roxbury Group

Suzanne Vier

Trent Design

Kirsten Ussery

Wayne County  
Community College District


